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Industry recognition

	Top ratings from top analysts.



	

Customer success commitment

	Support focused on your success.





	

Customer stories

	Over 7,000 customers worldwide.



	

Cornerstone Talent Experience

	One platform. Limitless potential.






Products
Learning and Talent

	

Learning Management

	



	

Performance Management

	



	

Core HR

	



	

Recruiting

	



People Growth Experience

	

Learning Experience Platform

	



	

Opportunity Marketplace

	



Learning Content

	

Content Portfolio

	



	

Content Studio

	



Intelligent Tech Fabric

	

Skills

	



	

Integrations & APIs

	



	

Artificial Intelligence

	



Other Products

	

MyGuide

	






Solutions
Use Cases

	

AI innovations

	Personalized experiences, deeper insights.



	

Modern learning experience

	Skills-forward, AI-powered HR tech.



	

Compliance management

	Ensure regulatory compliance.



	

DEIB at Work

	Build a workplace for everyone.



	

Customer & partner training

	Engage partners and customers.



	

Content curation

	Content discovery, curation and insights with Content Studio.



By Industry

	

Public sector

	Adapt and succeed through change.



	

Financial services

	Minimize risk with skills training.



	

Healthcare

	Connect skills and patient care.



	

Life sciences

	Improve compliance and operations.



	

Manufacturing

	Streamline process and develop skills.



	

Higher education

	Attract, develop, and retail your faculty and staff.



	

Nonprofit

	Grow and develop passionate people.






Resources
Resource Categories

	

All resources

	Browse our entire library.



	

Articles and posts

	The latest HR thought leadership.



	

Events and webinars

	Register or watch on demand.



	

Product information

	Details and features.



	

Research and guides

	Read the latest industry insights and best practices.



	

Tools and tips

	Best practices and practical tips.



	

Videos and podcasts

	Watch and listen.



	

Customer stories

	Over 7,000 customers worldwide



By Topic

	

Talent strategy

	Connected experiences for people.



	

Career growth

	Define a path to success.



	

Workplace culture

	Inspire growth and success for all.



	

Cornerstone News

	Updates and what’s next.



	

Skills building

	Empowering people at work.



	

Trends at work

	Prepare for what’s next.






Company
People

	

Leadership team

	Meet our executive leadership team.



	

Careers

	View open job opportunities.



	

Diversity

	Our commitment to cultural change.



Corporate Social Responsibility

	

Cornerstone Cares

	Free and essential learning resources.



	

Cornerstone OnDemand Foundation

	Strengthening the capacity of non-profits.



Company

	

About us

	Empowering people to be extraordinary.



	

News room

	Press releases, news, and reports.



	

Security and privacy

	A future-ready workforce built on trust.



	

Partners

	Leverage our end-to-end ecosystem. 



Get In Touch

	

Contact us

	We have offices all over the world.



	

Customer help

	Access our customer portals.
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 日本


 한국


 México


 Nederland


 Sverige


 Singapore


 United Kingdom
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Learning in extended reality
Experience the industry’s only complete end-to-end learning content solution.
What's NewLearn More






 





2.5 billion course registrations power limitless potential





 





125 million users chart their own path with always-on learning





 





Every 3 seconds someone takes a course in Cornerstone







Deliver the outcomes that matter most to your people and your organization

 







Empower your people to work more effectively
Deliver, manage, and track global training for your workforce, customers, and partners.
Learn More



 







Grow your talent with personalized development
Provide your people with internal mobility opportunities and the skills they need to unlock their full potential.
Learn More



 







Optimize your organization with robust talent insights
Use comprehensive data about your organization to recognize high performers and develop your future leaders.
Learn More



 







Engage your workforce with premium learning content
Provide your people with award-winning, curated learning content that engages them in their flow of work. 
Learn More



 





7,000+ customers in 186 countries choose Cornerstone





 





6x undisputed leader by top analyst firms in 2023





 





30+ awards for outstanding product, leadership, and innovation







The most iconic brands choose Cornerstone



Cornerstone is an AI-based platform that has really changed the way we look at the future world. It opens up endless possibilities.”



Meredith Wellard

VP Group Talent Acquisition, Learning and Growth at DHL Group



Hear Their Stories





Having everything in one, easy-to-use platform that is accessible anytime has been a lifesaver for us. After enabling mobile learning, we saw usage rise ten-fold! Engagement is at an all-time high, and it’s still going up.”



Jo-Anne Rossouw

Head of Digital Learning, Nestlé



Hear Their Stories





You can always make more money, but you can’t make more time. Cornerstone creates efficiencies to apply their learning to other productive activities.”



Matthew Cook

Sales Training & Delivery Consultant, Aflac



Hear Their Stories





Cornerstone is an AI-based platform that has really changed the way we look at the future world. It opens up endless possibilities.”



Meredith Wellard

VP Group Talent Acquisition, Learning and Growth at DHL Group
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More from Cornerstone
Want to keep learning? Explore our products, customer stories, and the latest industry insights.
Explore Resources


 




Event


Cornerstone Connect Live Global Tour 2024
Where the leaders in talent and learning connect. Coming to a city near you!

Join us



 




Blog Post


Cornerstone and Chelsea FC Women: two titans team up for talent
Cornerstone is the official learning and talent partner of Chelsea FC Women for the 2023/2024 season! We're so excited to help the Blues power potential on and off the pitch as they strive to repeat their domestic Double with a fourth-straight FA Cup triumph and fifth-consecutive Women's Super League Championship.

This agile partnership for powering potential on and off the pitch is such an exhilarating opportunity. It demonstrates how Cornerstone impassions people to be their most extraordinary at work and in the world as we follow Chelsea to victory!

Quick FYI: For all our US and Canadian learners, we'll be referring to soccer as football throughout this article.

A real 1–2 between people and their organization

Chelsea FC Women is a world-renowned football club with a roster of elite athletes who break barriers every day. But they aren't the only people who make sure Chelsea sees continued success.

When asked about the Cornerstone partnership, Zarah Al-Kudcy, women’s commercial director at Chelsea FC, said, "Cornerstone’s learning and talent development tools will enable us to unleash the potential of the team behind the team. As a recent new member of the business myself, Cornerstone has already helped to accelerate my integration into the club."

While there can only be 11 people on the pitch for Chelsea Women at any one time, an organization of over 3,000 Blues are there for the assist. Every save Zecira Musovic makes and goal Lauren James scores was put into motion by each person in the Chelsea FC organization.

And that support is where Cornerstone is making a massive impact. With our talent experience platform, Chelsea ensures each person in their organization has the personalized training they need to reach their and the club’s goals. As with any team, an organization can only grow if their people do first.

The GOOOOOOOOOOAL of our partnership

In Chelsea FC Women, we saw a partner that aligned with how we approach investing in growth and development. Just like how the Blues are the best of the best in football, Cornerstone is the best of the best in talent experience. We're both committed to unlocking the limitless potential of people.

Both Cornerstone and Chelsea have an unwavering commitment to lifelong learning, emphasizing that continuous growth, skills development, and a winning mindset are crucial for every organization's success around the world.

Chelsea has a dedicated football development team for training the next generation of superstars, and now, with Cornerstone, they have a loyal supporter in developing their people off the pitch, too.

From the back line to the back office

Our partnership presents an exciting moment for us to highlight and promote greater diversity and opportunities in the world of sports. It will showcase Cornerstone's impact on the entire Chelsea organization, ensuring each team member, from Sam Kerr to Sam in partnerships, possesses the necessary skills for development and growth.

Ask any good manager, and they'll say that the way Chelsea FC Women manager Emma Hayes speaks about investing in training sounds very familiar, "It always takes time for players to settle into the environment because of the level of play and the intensity of the training. The expectations and demands don't just happen in a short period."

Without an investment in training and allowing the time to build skills, no organization can perform as well or for as long as the Chelsea FC Women have. And that's a reflection of how Cornerstone views talent experience.

“We are thrilled to be the official learning and talent partner of Chelsea FC Women,” said Himanshu Palsule, CEO of Cornerstone. “Through this partnership, we can provide our world-class learning and development software to this elite group of players and staff, helping them reach even greater heights with a culture of continuous growth and development.”

We're gonna make this a blue day

Because EMEA is such an essential element of Cornerstone, we wanted to ensure our customers and future customers in the area know we're committed to them. And supporting such a storied club like Chelsea — with its fans (and rivals) around the globe — is a brilliant opportunity for us to show our support for you.

That support starts on the first of October when Chelsea kicks off their Women's Super League season against Tottenham Hotspur at the historic Stamford Bridge. Not only will all the match festivities be in full swing but Cornerstone Connect Live – London is happening the next day in that very stadium!

Then throughout the season, you'll find Cornerstone integrated with the team. Pitch-side branding, Chelsea hospitality, VIP experiences, events at Stamford Bridge, Kingsmeadow, and Cobham, and more! Our partnership extends directly to our customers who, through Cornerstone, can have the opportunity to attend home matches and root on the Blues from the sidelines.

Cornerstone is thrilled to be the official learning and talent partner of Chelsea FC Women, and we look forward to helping the Blues power potential on and off the pitch for the whole 2023/2024 season. Because at Cornerstone, our color may be orange (AKA Corange), but come match day, we're all Blues.



 




Research


2023 Talent Health Index
Discover where your talent strategy stands today

Your people need a comprehensive talent management program to achieve their full potential. And that means you need a way to gauge the effectiveness and maturity of your current talent strategy. The 2023 Talent Health Index defines the essential components of a complete talent program and reveals how to overcome your most pressing talent challenges — by strengthening the vitality of your whole organization.

ㅤ

Read the report

The 2023 Talent Health Index can help you analyze where your talent management program is most mature and where you can shape it up for an even fitter future.

Download Now



The Talent Health Index dives deeper into these global trends, revealing the signs of under-performing talent programs and steps you can take to progress your program to the next level.

Download Report

About the research

The Cornerstone People Research Lab and The Starr Conspiracy gathered answers via online survey from 700+ talent business leaders and 1,400+ employees across North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific in Spring 2023.



 




Infographic


Infographic: Nothing pays off better than learning








Schedule a personalized 1:1
Talk to a Cornerstone expert about how we can help with your organization’s unique people management needs.
Book a Demo


A Talent Experience Platform designed to unlock the limitless potential of your workforce and streamline how you do it.
Book a Demo
GET IN TOUCH
	Contact Us
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	LinkedIn
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